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Retirement roulette
Older workers are finding themselves caught in a position of retirement roulette, as many are relying on external
factors such as a downsizing, an inheritance or even a lottery win to be able to afford a comfortable retirement,
according to Aviva’s latest Real Retirement Report.
A quarter (25%) of over-50s workers are hoping
to profit from downsizing to a smaller home or
moving to a cheaper area. A similar proportion
(24%) are relying on receiving an inheritance
to achieve a comfortable standard of living in
retirement, which suggests it’s not only younger
generations who count on help from family to
support their financial needs.

PESSIMISM ABOUT
PROSPECTS OF BEING
ABLE TO RETIRE IN COMFORT
Worryingly, more than one in ten (13%) or
1.3 million[1] over-50s workers say they are
relying on a lottery win to afford a comfortable
retirement, despite the odds of winning the

National Lottery being just one in 45 million[2] – a
sign of their pessimism about their prospects of
otherwise being able to retire in comfort.
As older workers’ financial futures hang in
the balance, many are finding they need to put
their earnings towards big purchases or everyday
spending instead of pension saving.

VITAL WINDOW OF
OPPORTUNITY FOR PEOPLE TO
BOOST THEIR PENSION SAVINGS
Over-50s workers say they reached or expect to
reach their peak earnings – or the highest amount
of income earned during their lifetime – at the
age of 51 on average, with this period lasting for
an average of 5.5 years. This potentially provides a

vital window of opportunity for people to boost
their pension savings ahead of retirement.
However, only 12% say they have or would increase
contributions to an existing workplace pension during
this time, rising to just 14% among those who expect
to retire within the next two years.

ABILITY TO SAVE IS HAMPERED
BY HAVING NO MONEY LEFT
The cost of living is a key factor disrupting older
workers’ saving plans: with inflation at a five-year
high, a third (33%) of workers aged 50 and over
say their ability to save is hampered by having no
money left after paying for everyday living costs.
Other factors impacting on their ability to
save are the need to pay off a mortgage before
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retirement (felt by 39% of those with a mortgage)
and having financially dependent children (18%).

As immediate financial pressures force older
workers’ focus away from long-term planning,
almost a quarter (22%) or 2.2 million workers aged
50 and over say they are yet to take pension saving
seriously. In addition, more than two in five have
not calculated how much money they will need in
retirement (41%) and how much should be saved
to afford a comfortable retirement (42%).
Three in five (58%) have not ramped up pension
savings in the run-up to retirement, including 57%
of those aged 60–64 who are close to what was
previously the Default Retirement Age. n
Source data:
[1] ONS Table A05: Labour market by age group:
People by economic activity and age (seasonally
adjusted).There are 9,969,000 workers aged 50 and
above (October 2017).
[2] Metro,What are your chances of winning the
lottery? August 2017.
The Real Retirement Report is designed and produced

MAKE A BIG
DIFFERENCE TO YOUR
RETIREMENT PLANS
Wherever possible, retirement saving shouldn’t
be left to chance. Although older workers
have multiple demands on their income, taking
time to understand what needs to be saved
in order to afford a good standard of living in
retirement and putting more away each month
– no matter how small the increase – can
make a big difference.To find out more, please
contact us.

INFORMATION IS BASED ON OUR
CURRENT UNDERSTANDING OF TAXATION
LEGISLATION AND REGULATIONS. ANY
LEVELS AND BASES OF, AND RELIEFS FROM,
TAXATION ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. TAX
TREATMENT IS BASED ON INDIVIDUAL
CIRCUMSTANCES AND MAY BE SUBJECT
TO CHANGE IN THE FUTURE. ALTHOUGH
ENDEAVOURS HAVE BEEN MADE TO PROVIDE
ACCURATE AND TIMELY INFORMATION,
WE CANNOT GUARANTEE THAT SUCH
INFORMATION IS ACCURATE AS OF THE DATE
IT IS RECEIVED OR THAT IT WILL CONTINUE
TO BE ACCURATE IN THE FUTURE. NO
INDIVIDUAL OR COMPANY SHOULD ACT
UPON SUCH INFORMATION WITHOUT
RECEIVING APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL
ADVICE AFTER A THOROUGH REVIEW OF
THEIR PARTICULAR SITUATION. WE CANNOT
ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY LOSS AS A
RESULT OF ACTS OR OMISSIONS.
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by Aviva in consultation with ICM Research and
Instinctif Partners.The Real Retirement tracking series
has been running since 2010 and totals 29,568
interviews among the population over the age of 55
years, including 1,177 in July 2017 for the latest wave
of tracking data (Q2 2017).This edition examines
data from 3,327 UK adults aged 50 and over, of
whom 1,829 are still working.

